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Skilled Trades Company
MLA Helps Skilled Trades Company Map
Future Growth in Specialized Staffing Market
AT A GLANCE
CHALLENGES:

Rapid Growth outpaces
infrastructure
✦ Passion

and market opportunity
led STC to aggressive
expansion before sufficient
financial systems were in place.

✦ Debt

and compliance issues
prevented growth capitalization.

SOLUTIONS:

Skilled Trades Company
(STC) was founded in 2001 to
bring better working relationships
to the flexible staffing industry.
STC expanded aggressively,
establishing its sixth regional
location by the Spring of 2005, but
growth had outpaced infrastructure, and soon the company
was hampered by crippling debt
and ineffective accounting
controls.

MLA brought expert
perspective and support
✦ Major

restructuring and lender
relationships allowed STC to
stabilize operations.

✦ Founders

and shareholders
resolved ownership differences.

OUTCOMES:

STC diversified into the
general staffing market.
projections revealed
market potential and secured
lender support.

“A good CFO knows
your measures and
provides strategy and

KTBlack Services, is
active nationally in skilled and
general labor markets.

1. The Reality
Examine historical data
The immediate challenge at
STC was getting a clear picture of
the financial state of the company.
MLA examined historical data and
practices, then led through an
accounting software evaluation
and change, providing data entry
and reports to get the new system
up and running.

advice. That’s what

2. The Perspective

we get from MLA.”

Identify operational
efficiencies

✦ Financial

✦ STC, now

“An outsource CFO doesn’t
need to know all the details of your
internal systems,” says Black. “A
good CFO knows your measures
and provides strategy and advice.
That’s what we get from MLA.”

“While we were expanding, we
didn’t see the need to invest in our
financials,” says Braden Black,
current CEO and one of STC’s
founding partners. “Then a major
client went under, and we couldn’t
pay the bills anymore.”
STC engaged MLA in 2006
for outsourced accounting and
strategic CFO support. Their
ongoing relationship illustrates
MLA’s 7 step Business Redeemed
Process.

MLA was then able to respond
to the structural challenges that
had occurred during STC’s rapid
growth. They helped STC
separate into various companies,
forming an S-Corp and saving
over $50,000 in taxes per year.
“STC was really hampered by
back taxes,” says Seth Morgan,
CEO of MLA Companies. “We
helped bring the discipline to
resolve that.”
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3. The Runway

6. The Courage

Quantify current
capacities and plan

Continue planning and
prepare to re-engage

STC could now refinance its
debt load. MLA helped STC
move to “hybrid” factoring, which
cut STC’s interest costs in half,
helping STC weather the 2008
economic downturn. “We moved
into the energy market and
actually grew through the
recession,” says Black.

MLA provided market and
sales analysis that helped Braden
Black see an opportunity in the
general staffing industry. “MLA
encouraged me to make the moves
to start growing again,” Black
says. “It was verified by the
numbers.”

4. The Dream

Advise on the future and
act on what is learned

Define the strategic roles
and business plan.
MLA provided strategic CFO
support through this expansion,
helping Black buy out the inactive
shareholders. Now called
KTBlack Services, the company
began its second phase of
expansion in the staffing industry.

5. The Map
Develop a long-term plan
MLA provided objective
valuation data, helping KTBlack
complete its first acquisition of
another staffing company in 2015.
“MLA isn’t as involved with the
accounting team anymore,” says
Black, “but is heavily involved with
evaluating mergers and
acquisitions.”

7. The Reward

KTBlack Services can now
make strategic decisions about
where to invest, rather than being
forced to respond to market forces
beyond their control. “Now I’m
steering our growth, not pushing
it,” Black says.

Conclusion

SKILLED TRADES COMPANY

MLA BUSINESS
REDEEMED PROCESS
MLA MISSION:
✦ We

believe business is the
foundation for much of what is
good in the world.

MLA CORE VALUES:
✦ Our

Knowledge Protects You

✦ Our

Insight Guides You

✦ Our

Leadership Empowers You

OUR MISSION AND VALUES
DEPLOYED AT STC:

By the Numbers:
✦ $50,000 in annual taxes saved
through move to S-Corp.
✦ $600,000+

of trust taxes
avoided through deferment.

✦ $200,000

saved through
restructured management fees.

✦ Losses

avoided in settled
Workers Comp lawsuit

✦ Compliance

cost saved in
joining Insurance “Captive”

“MLA was willing to deliver
hard truths relative to the
company” says Black. “It was clear
from the beginning that they cared
for the entity, and not just the
individuals.”

MLA Companies Services:
✦ Functional Accounting Support

That care has helped Skilled
Trades Company grow into
KTBlack Services, and provide
stability and better working
relationships for many more
women and men along the way.

WHAT COULD YOU
ACCOMPLISH WITH MLA?

✦ Financial Advisory
✦ Strategic Advisory
✦ Strategic

Execution
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